
Amazing Atlantic Canadian Fiction - Choice Board 1: What Atlantic

Canadian Protagonist Are You?

Choose one of the following to complete independently or with your group based on your book.

Click on the links to view project instructions and/or examples

Character Collage

Make a digital or handmade

collage that captures

everything about your

favourite character from the

book. Follow the suggested

prompts to come up with

creative ideas or make up your

own to suit your character!

It Happens Here!

Learn way more about your

book’s setting—the time and

place of the story—by

researching and discovering

clues that could enhance your

reading experience and

understanding of the book.

(For example, a Mi’kmaw camp

in rural NL during the early

nineteenth century.)

Fan Fiction PDF EBook

Build on the story of your book

by adding to any aspect and

creating your very own pdf

eBook. For example, imagine

what adventures your

characters get into five, even

ten years from now… come up

with a different ending to the

book, and so on. Keep it short!

(1-2 pages).

Scene It!

Think back to a simple but

important scene from your

book.  Now, develop a script

for a short skit to share it

with the class. This can be a

one-person act or a whole

group activity… you get to

decide!

Open Idea

Imagine a project idea based

on your book. Develop a

detailed plan and present it to

your teacher!

Jeopardy Game

Based on your book, create an

interactive Jeopardy game to

play with the class. Include fun

trivia questions too!

This is a whole group or

partnered activity!

Write the Author

Write a convincing letter to

persuade the author of your

book to write a prequel or a

sequel. Explain your reasoning

by connecting your ideas  to

aspects of their current book.

Find their email and send it!

(Who knows, if it’s written

really well, you might even get

a response!)

Soundtrack It!

Pick one or two themes from

your book and pair the mood or

tone of each scene to music.

Next, create an online journal

entry explaining why this scene

evoked this kind of mood for

you. Make sure to include a link

to your music, with the

performer and song title, for a

fully immersive experience.

Make a Book Trailer!

Using iMovie, create a 2-3 min

book trailer designed to entice

people to want to read your

book. Remember you’ll need to

storyboard this and may also

wish to include a title card,

music and credits! This can be

an individual or a whole group

activity. Have fun!
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